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Steps

Consciousness
Level

Ebooks

Link

Phase I
The Unified Pathway To Light

Step 1 - The
Ascension Pathway

Moving towards
The New Love
Consciousness

Ebooks
1-8
(TUPTL = 9
ebooks,
PTL = 8
ebooks)

• The Unified Pathway To Light: Volumes 1-4
+ Master [Ebooks 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U, 4.1U]
• The Unified Pathway To Transcending The
Light: Volumes 1-4 [Ebooks 5U, 6U, 7U, 8U]

Pathway To Light
• Pathway To Light [Ebooks 1P - 8P]

Step 2 - The
Ascended Pathway

The New Love
Consciousness &
The New Truth
Consciousness

Step 3 - The Crystal
Pathway

The New Crystal
Consciousness

Step 4 - The
Diamond Pathway

The New Diamond
Consciousness

Step 5 - The
Emerald Pathway

The New Emerald
Consciousness

Step 6 - The
Golden-White Light
Pathway

The New Golden
Consciousness &
The New White Light
Consciousness

Step 7 - The Grand
Ascension Pathway

The Grand New Golden
Consciousness

Ebooks
9 - 18
(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
19 - 28

TUPTL

PTL

• Blue Light: Volumes 1-5
[Ebooks 9 - 13]
• Ascended Pathway
[Ebooks 14 - 18]

Step 2

• A Crystal Ascension: Volumes I-X

Step 3

• A Diamond Ascension: Volumes 1-8

Step 4

• The Emerald Awakening: Suites 1-4

Step 5

• Golden Divinity: Volumes 1-3
[Ebooks 42 - 44]
• White Light Wisdom: Volumes 4-8
[Ebooks 45 - 49]

Step 6

• The Grand New Golden Journey:
Volumes 1&2 [Ebooks 50 - 51]
• The Grand New Silver Journey:
Volumes 3&4 [Ebooks 52 & 53]
• The Grand New White-Wisdom Journey:
Volumes 5-7 [Ebooks 54-56]

Step 7

(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
29 - 36
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
37 - 41
(5 ebooks)

Ebooks
42 - 49
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
50 - 56
(7 ebooks)

Welcome to Phase II and The Maitri Levels of Consciousness!
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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!
Please ensure that before you begin A Crystal Ascension IV you:
1) Have completed ‘A Crystal Ascension III’ - A Crystal Awakening.
2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 3 weeks from the completion of your one
day of giving thanks in Crystal Ascension III, Chapter Seven.
3) Have activated (unlocked) the ‘A Crystal Ascension IV’ energies using the activation code &
instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your Crystal Ascension IV journey!

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)
Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group
Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Download the Ascension Pathway Insights ebook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage
Accelerate Your Ascension Pathway
Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster
Find out how you can help
Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information

IV
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Accelerate your Ascension Pathway!
This ebook can be accelerated in one of three ways:
1). By Receiving Ascension Healing Boosters (AHBs):
As a very precious gi from Higher Consciousness, a er you have received your
h
Ascension Healing Booster III, you attain the ability to skip two of the following ebooks
from Step 3 - The Crystal Pathway: Volume 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9.
For more information about Ascension Healing Boosters, please lovingly visit the main
Ascension Healing Booster webpage.

2). By Fast-Tracking Through an A.E.I. Retreat:
We are truly delighted to share here that should you wish to, this ebook is one which can
be fast-tracked through an A.E.I. Retreat! In simple terms, these optional Accelerated
Energetic Integration Retreats can help to accelerate your Ascension Pathway by swapping
selected ebooks for time in a Maitri Centre.
By completing an A.E.I. Retreat, you will be guided towards receiving a very signi cant
amount of energies over a very short period of time. For example, an ebook with a
completion timeframe of 567 days can be completed in only 57 days in retreat. Wonderful!

3). By Accelerating Through a Golden Ticket Retreat:
The third option available for accelerating this ebook is through a Golden Ticket Retreat.
The basic outline of these Retreats is explained below by Higher Consciousness:
“Any 60 day stay in a Maitri Centre affords one a ‘Maitri Golden Ticket’
which can be exchanged for any ebook from Purple Priar onwards.”
Therefore, by completing a Golden Ticket Retreat, you will be receiving the energies of
this whole ebook in only 60 days. Tremendous!
As organising Ascension Healing Boosters and Retreats require much planning in advance, we
lovingly suggest you start preparations as soon as possible. Furthermore, all Retreats must be
completed within a Maitri Centre environment and therefore, if you are wishing to choose a Retreat
option for this ebook, we trust that you have already done the necessary planning work, have
organised your stay in a Maitri Centre and you are now ready to accelerate this ebook!
Find more acceleration information here: Accelerate Your Pathway

Whether you choose to complete this ebook in the traditional full-length way or
through one of the above accelerated options, we hope that your journey forwards
is filled with much love, light and joy and that your ascension helps to bring
Activating (Unlocking)
Theand
‘Aliberation
Crystal
Ascension
IV’ Energies:
freedom
to all
beings!
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Before opening up to these divine Crystal Ascension energies,
it is very important that you rstly activate or ‘unlock’ the
energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, you will then
be ready to begin!
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete.
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together,
position and saying the following:

ngertips touching in prayer

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies for A Crystal Ascension IV.
With the unique activation code 11749183 may this be so.
May this activation bene t all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. A er this, you are
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these divine Crystal Ascension energies! May you
enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings.

***********
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An Outline Of The ‘Crystal Ascension’ Series:

The

‘A Crystal Ascension’ Series

Phase

One ASCENSION

Two EXPANSION

Volume

Name

Info

Timeframe

One

A Crystal
Ascension I

Gateway To The New
Crystal Consciousness

32 weeks

Two

A Crystal
Ascension II

A Crystal Beginning

44 weeks

Three

A Crystal
Ascension III

A Crystal Awakening

53 weeks

Four

A Crystal
Ascension IV

Dawn Of A New
Awakening

45 weeks

Five

A Crystal
Ascension V

Emergence

103 weeks

Six

A Crystal
Ascension VI

The Violet Expansion

33 weeks

Seven

A Crystal
Ascension VII

The Love Expansion Part 1

34 weeks

Eight

A Crystal
Ascension VIII

The Love Expansion Part 2

48 weeks

Nine

A Crystal
Ascension IX

The Truth Expansion

52 weeks

Ten

A Crystal
Ascension X

The Diamond
Expansion

65 weeks

Total Completion Time for The ‘A Crystal Ascension Series’ =
Approximately 509 weeks / 118 months / 9¾ years
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An Outline Of The Crystal Ascension Series - Phase One:

The Crystal

Ascension

Series

PHASE ONE - Ascension
Volume

Name

Timeframe

One

A Crystal Ascension I

30 weeks
(Approx. 7 months)

2 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension II
Two

A Crystal Ascension II

41 weeks
(Approx. 9.5 months)

3 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension III
Three

A Crystal Ascension III

50 weeks
(Approx. 11.5 months)

3 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension IV
Four

A Crystal Ascension IV

39 weeks
(Approx. 9 months)

6 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension V
Five

A Crystal Ascension V

103 weeks
(Approx. 24 months)

Total Completion Time for A Crystal Ascension - Phase One =
Approximately 277 weeks / 64 months / 5.3 years
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An Introduction To ‘A Crystal Ascension IV’:
With much love, we welcome you here to A Crystal Ascension IV. Having now completed the rst
three ebooks, you are moving higher and higher into this New Crystal Light and we are delighted
that you have chosen to continue your journey for the in nite bene t of all.
To start with then, let us share the loving welcome message here from the
Ascended Beings:

“Welcome to A Crystal Ascension IV. With all our hearts filled endlessly with joy we
welcome you to this most precious and poignant phase in your ascension journey. Here we are
delighted to greet you with reference to your next step in spiritual evolution - that of the Crystal mind.
At this deeply embedded level you will become one
with, and resonate at, the divine Crystal
Consciousness. Your spirit connection will soar as you
let go of many layers of old, superfluous energy
and fully embrace the Crystal Light.
Throughout many eons of time the darkness has
tormented this brilliant light, however now, through a
series of great reverberations, you are here - being
welcomed into the Crystal Light. Many layers of
Crystal Being are unfolded and blossomed here at this
point. Many great layers of new brilliance await you.
Go well on your fourth Crystal Ascension
and may it bring you to the new dawn of light.”
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An Outline Of ‘A Crystal Ascension IV’:
From this beautiful introductory message, you can see here that this fourth step upwards into The
New Crystal Consciousness is indeed a very profound one; one which can help to bring more love,
wisdom and truth into your life.
So to get some context here, let us quickly look back on our Crystal journey so far. You may
remember receiving a series of Crystal Energy Rods in the rst Crystal Ascension ebook. These rods
were installed and embedded into your energy eld and this new layer of Crystal Light guided you
towards much inner healing and puri cation. This of course led to your rst ascension and allowed
you to radiate and shine this rst layer of Crystal Light for the bene t of all.
The second and third Crystal Ascension ebooks then were a little di erent in their format. Here, you
were guided towards receiving the new layers of Crystal Light through a variety of symbol practices
and through a series of very deliberate and purposeful ‘chapters’ or ‘cycles’. The layout in both of
these ebooks was aimed at rstly guiding you through the very signi cant and deep healing work
which then led you towards much growth, expansion and ascension.
So here, in this fourth Crystal Ascension ebook, the Ascended Beings will now be returning back to
the idea of introducing this layer of The New Crystal Consciousness through the use of Crystal
Energy Rods.
In Chapter One of this ebook,
you will be guided towards
installing and receiving these
new Crystal Energy Rods very
simply and easily in what has
been aptly named - the
‘Initialisation’ step. Once the
Crystal Energy Rods have been
installed and received into your
energy system, they will then
start to bring many kinds of
healing issues to the surface. The
Chapter Two energies (known as
the ‘Clearing and Cleaning’
phase) will then help you to
clear and clean these energies
away with much love & divine
assistance.
Once you reach the end of
Chapter Two, you have done
most of the deep healing work required for this fourth ebook and with this, you will then be guided
into the ‘Connection’ phase. During this nal phase, the Crystal Energy Rods will be synchronised,
uni ed and expanded on for the in nite bene t of all.
And with all this being completed, you will then be guided through your wonderful Crystal
Ascension as you reach a level heightened state of Crystal Light frequency. Congratulations!
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Let us now summarise this overview information here in the below summary table. We hope you
enjoy these beautiful Crystal Ascension IV energies with much love!

A Crystal

Ascension IV

Chapter

Information

Timeframe

One

Initialisation

69 days

Two

Clearing & Cleaning

193 days

Three

Connection

12 days

6 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension V

Total Completion Time for A Crystal Ascension IV = 274 days
(Approx. 39 weeks / 9 months)
(+ 6 weeks before commencing A Crystal Ascension V)
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Welcome To

A Crystal

Ascension IV

Chapter One
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A Crystal Ascension IV
Chapter One
Welcome to Chapter One Initialisation
An Introduction To Chapter One - Initialisation:
Welcome to Chapter One! Let us begin this fourth ebook by receiving eight very special Crystal
Energy Rods! Four of these Crystal Energy Rods will be received into the eighth Chakra and four will
be received into the ninth chakra. However before we start with all these details, let us share the
welcoming message from the Ascended Beings:

“With unbounding grace we open our arms to you at this first, highly
important layer of the fourth ascension. Here, you are gifted with eight new
crystal energy rods, each one positioned ultimately and precisely,
allowing a new depth of Crystal Consciousness to awaken.
An initialisation shall complete this layer of installation.”

2 of 33
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1. An Outline Of Chapter One - Initialisation:
Chapter One is a vitally important rst step in this A Crystal Ascension IV ebook as it will help you to
install the eight Crystal Energy Rods into your eighth and ninth chakras. This is done through an
invocation technique and can be completion in around 2 months, as you can in the below table:

Chapter One
Phase
One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Day(s)

Practice

1-7

Invocation Of Energy Rods 8 & 9 (7 days)

8 - 10

3 days rest

11 - 17

Invocation Of Energy Rods 10 & 11 (7 days)

18 - 20

3 days rest

21 - 30

Invocation Of Energy Rods 12 & 13 (10 days)

31 - 37

7 days rest

38 - 47

Invocation Of Energy Rods 14 & 15 (10 days)

48 - 54

7 days rest

55

Initialisation (1 day)

56 - 69

14 days rest

Total Time For Chapter One = 69 days

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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2. The Chapter One Practices:
Before commencing Chapter One and receiving the new Crystal Energy Rods, please ensure you
have rstly activated the ‘A Crystal Ascension IV’ energies as per the information in red below.

NOTE: Before commencing the Chapter One practices, please ensure that you have activated
(unlocked) the A Crystal Ascension IV energies prior
to commencing.
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute
process which unlocks the energies and gives you
access to them. Once you have unlocked the energies,
this means that all the ‘A Crystal Ascension IV’
energies have been activated speci cally for you.
You are therefore then ready to continue your ‘A
Crystal Ascension IV’ journey by working through this
ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies as
you feel guided.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the ‘A Crystal
Ascension IV’ energies for yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page IV of
this ebook.

Once the activation is completed, you are ready to begin the Chapter One practices which are
outlined on the pages to follow.

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Crystal Energy Rods 8 - 15
Before we start the actual practices, let us share a visual overview about these new Crystal Energy
Rods (as Gerry was shown) and the locations that they will be embedded into during these practices.
The eight new rods are numbered 8 - 15, (a er having already received rods 1 - 7 in Volume I).

Position Of Embedded Crystal Energy Rods 8 to 15

13

12

14

15

9th
Chakra
26 inches

8

10

11

9

8th
Chakra
8 inches

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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PHASE ONE: Invocation Of Crystal Energy Rods 8 & 9 (Days 1 - 7)
Let us now invoke Crystal Energy Rods 8 & 9 by completing the following
two steps once per day, for seven days:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Invoke the Crystal Energy Rods
With hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation to
invoke the Crystal Energy Rods 8 & 9:

"I ask to invoke the energies of Crystal Consciousness
Energy Rods 8 & 9. For the bene t of the greater
consciousness may I receive these frequencies, embed
and assimilate them and surrender to them, for one and all.
May the Crystal Consciousness awakening be upon me.
With in nite light, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou."

Please now sit for 8 - 12 minutes (or until you feel the energies drop o )
to allow the Crystal Rod energies to embed.

Repeat these steps once per day for seven days.

3 Days Rest (Days 8 - 10)

V5: 30.08.22
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PHASE TWO: Invocation Of Crystal Energy Rods 10 & 11 (Days 11 - 17)
Let us now invoke Crystal Energy Rods 10 & 11 by completing the following
two steps once per day, for seven days:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Invoke the Crystal Energy Rods
With hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation to
invoke the Crystal Energy Rods 10 & 11:

"I ask to invoke the energies of Crystal Consciousness
Energy Rods 10 & 11. For the bene t of the greater
consciousness may I receive these frequencies, embed
and assimilate them and surrender to them, for one and all.
May the Crystal Consciousness awakening be upon me.
With in nite light, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou."

Please now sit for 8 - 12 minutes (or until you feel the energies drop o )
to allow the Crystal Rod energies to embed.

Repeat these steps once per day for seven days.

3 Days Rest (Days 18 - 20)
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PHASE THREE: Invocation Of Crystal Energy Rods 12 & 13 (Days 21 - 30)
Let us now invoke Crystal Energy Rods 12 & 13 by completing the following
two steps twice per day, for ten days:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Invoke the Crystal Energy Rods
With hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation to
invoke the Crystal Energy Rods 12 & 13:

"I ask to invoke the energies of Crystal Consciousness
Energy Rods 12 & 13. For the bene t of the greater
consciousness may I receive these frequencies, embed
and assimilate them and surrender to them, for one and all.
May the Crystal Consciousness awakening be upon me.
With in nite light, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou."

Please now sit for 8 - 12 minutes (or until you feel the energies drop o )
to allow the Crystal Rod energies to embed.

Repeat these steps twice per day for ten days.

7 Days Rest (Days 31 - 37)
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PHASE FOUR: Invocation Of Crystal Energy Rods 14 & 15 (Days 38 - 47)
Let us now invoke Crystal Energy Rods 14 & 15 by completing the following
two steps twice per day, for ten days:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Invoke the Crystal Energy Rods
With hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation to
invoke the Crystal Energy Rods 14 & 15:

"I ask to invoke the energies of Crystal Consciousness
Energy Rods 14 & 15. For the bene t of the greater
consciousness may I receive these frequencies, embed
and assimilate them and surrender to them, for one and all.
May the Crystal Consciousness awakening be upon me.
With in nite light, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou."

Please now sit for 8 - 12 minutes (or until you feel the energies drop o )
to allow the Crystal Rod energies to embed.

Repeat these steps twice per day for ten days.

7 Days Rest (Days 48 - 54)
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PHASE FIVE: Initialisation (Day 55)

“The Initialisation Process Shall Begin!”
Please complete the following steps once only on day 55 in order to bring
about the initialisation of the energy rods:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 10 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Invoke the Initialisation
With hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation to
invoke the Initialisation:

"With in nite love in my heart and with a strong
determination to bene t all beings, I ask gratefully to
commence the initialisation process for the newly embedded
Crystal Energy Rods 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, 13, 14 & 15.
May they charge and ignite, bringing together the key
markers for the Crystal Consciousness dawn.
With grace, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

The initialisation process will now begin and will continue over the
coming days.

14 Days Rest (Days 56 - 69)
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Welcome To

A Crystal

Ascension IV

Chapter Two
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A Crystal Ascension IV
Chapter Two
Welcome to Chapter Two Clearing & Cleaning
An Introduction To Chapter Two - Clearing & Cleaning:
With much love, we welcome you here to the Chapter Two energies and to this intensive period of
‘Clearing & Cleaning’. With the Crystal Energy Rods now installed, they will be helping to bring about
a very signi cant purging period. And it is here that the Chapter Two energies will be so helpful for
you - to help you clean, cleanse and clear away these impurities and healing issues from your energy
system. The Ascended Beings explain further:

“With the insertion of the Crystal Energy Rods, a large volume of purging shall be
undergone. A great shift in consciousness occurs because a great many old
energies are purged and a new unified consciousness is awakened. This is a large
and profound step up on your ascension journey. Do not give up!
The rewards are coming.”
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Two:
In the below summary table, you can see that there are a variety of symbol practices being presented
here over a prolonged period of time. We see this as a wonderful testament to the strength and
purity of these new energies and to the amount of healing, purging and cleansing that will be taking
place during this period of time. We hope that these Chapter Two energies will help you to heal
deeply and may you move through this intensive healing period with much love and grace.

Chapter Two
Phase
One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Day(s)

Practice

1 - 42

ZAIION Symbol Practice (42 days)

43 - 55

13 days rest

56 - 76

VAIION Symbol Practice (21 days)

77 - 83

7 days rest

84 - 97

MAIION Symbol Practice (14 days)

98 - 118

21 days rest

119 - 135

WAIION Symbol Practice (17 days)

136 - 139

4 days rest

140 - 153

LAIION Symbol Practice (14 days)

154 - 161

8 days rest

162 - 179

RAIION Symbol Practice (18 days)

180 - 193

14 days rest

Total Time For Chapter Two = 193 days (Approx. 28 weeks / 6.5 months)

2. The Chapter Two Practices:
Please nd the Chapter Two practices beginning on the next page:

fi
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PHASE ONE: ZAIION Symbol Practice (Days 1 - 42)

ZAIION
Please place the symbol ZAIION into the Third Eye Chakra once per
day, for six weeks (42 days), for 6 minutes each time.
Please note that once per day is a minimum requirement; please
repeat the symbol practice as many times per day as you wish,
as you feel needed.

“Think of Zaiion as being a ‘clearer’ or sweeper, helping all of the
impurities cast out to be removed. In this way it may be beneficial
to use the symbol repeatedly, especially during times of difficult
purging (i.e. healing coming out).”

Zaiion
(Pronounced Zy - on)
6
3

1

7
2

4

5
ZAIION

How To Draw ZAIION

13 Days Rest (Days 43 - 55)
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PHASE TWO: VAIION Symbol Practice (Days 56 - 76)

VAIION
Please place the symbol VAIION into the Heart Chakra twice per day,
for three weeks (21 days), for 3-4 minutes each time.

“A secondary sweep of more detailed clearing. Here the smaller,
more dense particles are cleared. Particularly hatred and self hatred.”

Vaiion
(Pronounced Vy - on)

2

4

1

5

3

VAIION

How To Draw VAIION

7 Days Rest (Days 77 - 83)
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PHASE THREE: MAIION Symbol Practice (Days 84 - 97)

MAIION
Please place the symbol MAIION into the Crown Chakra twice per day,
for two weeks (14 days), for 8 minutes each time.

“The final deep clearing, allowing hidden darkness to be released.
Great discomfort may be felt here as the energies are freed from their
bindings. Keep your focus on the horizon and learn to love yourself,
deeply, for the benefit of all.”

Maiion
(Pronounced My - on)
1
4

5
7

8
2
MAIION

6

3

How To Draw MAIION

21 Days Rest (Days 98 - 118)
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PHASE FOUR: WAIION Symbol Practice (Days 119 - 135)

WAIION
Please place the symbol WAIION into the Heart Chakra three times
per day, for 17 days, for 1-2 minutes each time.

“Let the cleaning begin. Where the first three symbols were in the
department of 'clearing' like a sweeping brush, think of the ‘cleaning’
symbols as being like a mop and scrubbing brush. Here, stains of the
preceding impurities are washed out.”

Waiion
(Pronounced Wy - on)
2

1

3
4

5
6
WAIION

How To Draw WAIION

4 Days Rest (Days 136 - 139)
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PHASE FIVE: LAIION Symbol Practice (Days 140 - 153)

LAIION
Please place the symbol LAIION into the Crown Chakra twice per day,
for two weeks (14 days), for 4 minutes each time.

Laiion
(Pronounced Ly - on)
1

2
5

4

LAIION

3

How To Draw LAIION

8 Days Rest (Days 154 - 161)
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PHASE SIX: RAIION Symbol Practice (Days 162 - 179)

RAIION
Please place the symbol RAIION into the Heart Chakra three times per
day, for 18 days, for 4 minutes each time.

Raiion
(Pronounced Ry - on)
1

3

2

4
5
RAIION

How To Draw RAIION

14 Days Rest (Days 180 - 193)
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Welcome To

A Crystal

Ascension IV

Chapter Three
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A Crystal Ascension IV
Chapter Three
Welcome to Chapter Three Connection
An Introduction To Chapter Three - Connection:
Congratulations! You have now made it through the deepest and most
intensive healing period of this fourth ebook! Now, you are rewarded
with this nal series of energies here in the ‘Connection’ chapter. This
chapter brings forth the Synchronisation, Uni cation, Expansion, and PreIllumination of all
een embedded Crystal Energy Rods, helping to bring
all of these rods together so that they can radiate as one.
The reason that we say
een here (rather than eight) is that these new
energies will be helping to bring together ALL of the Crystal Energy Rods
received so far i.e. the seven rods received through A Crystal Ascension I
and these eight new rods received here in this fourth ebook.
Once all of these Crystal Energy Rods have been synchronised, Uni ed,
Expanded and Pre-Illuminated, you will be invited to complete the nal
phase - The Dawn Of A New Awakening. And with this, you will then be guided through a signi cant
expansion and transformation process as you enjoy all the bene ts and rewards that come from this
nal ascension. Congratulations and enjoy!
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Three:
These Chapter Three energies are very quickly and easily received through a series of activation
codes. Each step described below is of vital importance and will help you to move towards your nal
Crystal Ascension period here a er completion of ‘The Dawn Of A New Awakening’. May you enjoy
these nal energies and may you feel much expansion, growth and divine ascension!

Chapter Three
Phase

Day(s)

Practice

1

Synchronisation (1 day)

2-8

7 days rest

Two

9

Unification (1 day)

Three

10

Expansion (1 day)

Four

11

Pre-Illumination (1 day)

Five

12

The Dawn Of A New Awakening (1 day)

One

Six weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension V

Total Time For Chapter Three = 12 days

(+ 6 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension V)

2. The Chapter Three Practices:
Please nd the Chapter Three practices beginning on the next page.

V5: 30.08.22
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PHASE ONE: Synchronisation (Day 1)
During Phase One, the newly embedded eight Crystal Energy Rods are
synchronised with the pre-existing seven (that were embedded in Volume 1).
On Day 1 please complete the Synchronisation energies by following the ve
steps below:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you
will not be disturbed for at least 18 - 24 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Silent Meditation
Sit (or lie) in silence for 8 - 10 minutes, clearing the mind of all thoughts
(as best you can)! This is primarily a relaxing step, so please do just relax as
best you can.
Step 3 - Activation Code
Enter (tap) the activation code into the Crown Chakra. (Once is enough,
however feel free to do this more times if you wish).
The Activation Code is 9180342.
You may wish to tap the whole code in one tap (i.e. 9180342) or alternatively,
put each individual number in with individual taps (eg. tap 9, tap 1, tap 8, tap
0, etc). Either way is absolutely ne so use whichever method feels right for
you.
Step 4. - Infusion
Sit (or lie) quietly and allow the energies to infuse for 8 - 12 minutes.
Step 5 - Give thanks
Here we give thanks and ask for the synchronisation to begin!

“May the synchronisation of all crystal energies within me
begin. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

Rest for 7 days (Days 2 - 8)

V5: 30.08.22
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PHASE TWO: Unification (Day 9)
During Phase Two, the newly embedded eight Crystal Energy Rods are now
‘merged’ with the pre-existing seven.
On Day 9, please complete the Uni cation energies by following the ve steps
below:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will
not be disturbed for at least 18 - 24 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light some
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Silent Meditation
Sit (or lie) in silence for 8 - 10 minutes, clearing the mind of all thoughts
(as best you can)! This is primarily a relaxing step, so please do just relax.
Step 3 - Activation Code
Enter (tap) the activation code into the Crown Chakra. (Once is enough,
however feel free to do this more times if you wish).
The Activation Code is 9148073.
You may wish to tap the whole code in one tap (i.e. 9148073) or
alternatively, put each individual number in with individual taps (eg. tap
9, tap 1, tap 4, tap 8 etc). Either way is absolutely ne so use whichever
method feels right for you.
Step 4. - Infusion
Sit (or lie) quietly and allow the energies to infuse for 8 - 12 minutes.
Step 5 - Give thanks
Here we give thanks and ask for the uni cation to begin!

“May the uni cation of all synchronised crystal energies
within me begin. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

No Rest Days - Please move straight into PHASE THREE
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PHASE THREE: Expansion (Day 10)
During Phase Three, the
een newly synchronised and merged Crystal
Energy Rods will now undergo a divine expansion whereby the Crystal
energies fully engulf the entire being, becoming a ‘super-conductor’ of Crystal
energy. For more information, please see the diagram on the following page
which shows a visual image of what is happening here for these three phases.
On Day 10 please complete the Expansion energies by following the ve steps
below:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at
least 18 - 24 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light some candles or burn some incense to
create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Silent Meditation
Sit (or lie) in silence for 8 - 10 minutes, clearing the mind of all thoughts
(as best you can)! This is primarily a relaxing step, so please do just relax.
Step 3 - Activation Code
Enter (tap) the activation code into the Crown Chakra. (Once is enough,
however feel free to do this more times if you wish).
The Activation Code is 9137772.
You may wish to tap the whole code in one tap (i.e. 9137772) or alternatively,
put each individual number in with individual taps (eg. tap 9, tap 1, tap 3, tap 7
etc). Either way is absolutely ne so use whichever method feels right for you.
Step 4. - Infusion
Sit (or lie) quietly and allow the energies to infuse for 8 - 12 minutes.
Step 5 - Give thanks
Here we give thanks and ask for the pre-illumination to begin!

“May the super-conductor expansion of all synchronised
and merged crystal energies within me begin.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

No Rest Days - Please move straight into PHASE FOUR
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Congratulations, you have now completed the rst three phases of Chapter Three, as shown below:

Diagram of the rst three phases, Synchronisation, Uni cation
& Expansion of the 15 Crystal Energy Rods becoming a
Super-Conductor Of Crystal Energy.

PHASE ONE:
SYNCHRONISATION

PHASE TWO:
UNIFICATION

PHASE THREE:
EXPANSION

Merged Rods 1 - 7 and
newly embedded
Rods 8 - 15, now all
synchronised.

Rods 1 - 7 and 8 - 15,
now all merged.

Divine expansion where
the Crystal energies
fully engulf the entire
being, becoming a
‘super-conductor’ of
Crystal energy.
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PHASE FOUR: Pre-Illumination (Day 11)
The
een newly synchronised and merged energies are now ready to radiate
as one, however rstly, a ‘pre-illumination’ must take place.
On Day 11 please complete the Pre-Illumination energies by following the ve
steps below:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will
not be disturbed for at least 18 - 24 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light some
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Silent Meditation
Sit (or lie) in silence for 8 - 10 minutes, clearing the mind of all thoughts
(as best you can)! This is primarily a relaxing step, so please do just relax
as best you can.
Step 3 - Activation Code
Enter (tap) the activation code into the Crown Chakra. (Once is enough,
however feel free to do this more times if you wish).
The Activation Code is 9114003.
You may wish to tap the whole code in one tap (i.e. 9114003) or alternatively,
put each individual number in with individual taps (eg. tap 9, tap 1, tap 1, tap 4
etc). Either way is absolutely ne so use whichever method feels right for you.
Step 4. - Infusion
Sit (or lie) quietly and allow the energies to infuse for 8 - 12 minutes.
Step 5 - Give thanks
Here we give thanks and ask for the Pre-Illumination to begin!

“May the super-conductor expansion of all synchronised
and merged crystal energies within me begin.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

No Rest Days - Please move straight into PHASE FIVE
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PHASE FIVE: The Dawn Of A New Awakening (Day 12)
With the energies now having been ‘Pre-Illuminated’, they are ready to begin
radiating as one. The 'super conductor' is now in place and a new level of
Crystal Consciousness can be awakened.
On Day 12 please complete ‘The Dawn Of A New Awakening’ energies by
following the ve steps below:
Step 1 - Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will
not be disturbed for at least 18 - 24 minutes. Perhaps you wish to light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
Step 2 - Silent Meditation
Sit (or lie) in silence for 8 - 10 minutes, clearing the mind of all
thoughts (as best you can)! This is primarily a relaxing step, so please
do just relax.
Step 3 - Activation Code
Enter (tap) the activation code into the Crown Chakra. (Once is
enough, however feel free to do this more times if you wish).
The Activation Code is 9177344.
You may wish to tap the whole code in one tap (i.e. 9177344) or
alternatively, put each individual number in with individual taps (eg. tap
9, tap 1, tap 7, tap 7 etc). Either way is absolutely ne so use whichever
method feels right for you.
Step 4. - Infusion
Sit (or lie) quietly and allow the energies to infuse for 8 - 12 minutes.
Step 5 - Give thanks
Here we give thanks and ask for the awakening to begin!

“May the in nite Crystal Awakening be upon me
for the bene t of all!
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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Having now completed these ve important phases here in Chapter Three, you are ready to start
ascending and enjoying all of the immense bene ts that come with completing A Crystal Ascension
IV. The Ascended Beings will now explain further:

“Over the next 3 - 4 weeks the great expansion in your Crystal Consciousness will take place.
Moving through many layers of opening and closing, the energies will firstly 'shake' all residues
from the energy system and then secondly open and expand the heart space to allow a
concentrated Crystal Consciousness to awaken.

The super-conductor of energies provides the vehicle for large volumes
of high dimensional light to power and radiate through.

You are now embarking on the doorstep of a new dimension of being.
Congratulations!
Go well and take care, for you infinitely are loved and deserving
of the great and infinite changes ahead.”
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Congratulations!
You have now completed

A Crystal

Ascension IV
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3. Final Comments:
It is with a deep sense of love & gratitude that we congratulate you on moving upwards once again
into this new layer of The New Crystal Consciousness. We understand that this new step upwards
may have been accompanied by some deep, deep healing and with this, you may have also
experienced much imbalance & su ering as old hurts and pains came to the surface for healing.
With this in mind, we wish to reiterate here once again that for Marty & Gerry, these rst ve
ebooks of A Crystal Ascension were very, very tough. For example, they were both constantly having
bad dreams and were tossing and turning all night, almost every night for many weeks on end. There
was also much anger being released during this time as really, really deep healing issues were being
brought to the surface. Following the anger, hidden beneath its darkened surface, was all the
sadness, hurt and tears which were all needing to be released.
As such, there were periods where both Marty and Gerry wanted to give up entirely from this
pathway as they moved through extreme states of emotional su ering and many kinds of
challenging ‘external’ circumstances manifesting around them. But as always, these ‘external’
circumstances, internal feelings and imbalances are all impermanent. They can only ever be
temporary and of course, they are here to help us all purge and heal what is buried deep within our
own energy system.
This phenomena may also be referred to as ‘karma’ or the ‘Law of Cause and E ect’. Under this
terminology, this is our karmic debris and our karmic debts being paid o as we purify these through
our connection with the divine healing energies presented here in these ebooks.
With all this mind, we would like to lovingly suggest here that you simply just try to do your best
during any challenging times. Perhaps try to keep your focus on the horizon whilst knowing that
you are being guided perfectly and divinely into a new heightened vibration of love, purity &
understanding.
Perhaps also you can take solace in the fact that each layer of deep healing work that you do, once
completed, now has an everlasting e ect on your internal state and also on your ‘external world’
which vibrates around you. This is indeed a time of deep purging however on the ip side, it is also a
time of great transformation and inner blossoming. These kinds of thoughts can o en be a
wonderful accompaniment to very deep and challenging healing work.
Looking forwards now, a er you have completed your six week resting period, we warmly and
lovingly invite you into the new energies of the Crystal Ascension V ebook and into the nal layer of
this rst Ascension Phase. We hope that you will once again move forward with us on this journey
knowing that you are walking on a pathway that is leading towards in nite light & unity.
Let us thank you here once again for doing this deeply important and
divinely inspired ascension based healing work. Please know that your
work is already helping this planet immensely and that you are helping
to create a brighter, happier, more loving and peaceful world for us all to
bene t from. For this, we are divinely grateful.

Wi Crystal Light Blessings,
Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers &
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help
make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:
Make a donation
Sponsor an ebook
Help us Fundraise
Donate A Healing Session
Donate A Reiki Event
Share with others
Translate for others
Become a teacher
Write a testimonial
Help us improve
Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue o ering ebooks
and courses freely for the in nite bene t of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation
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May The New Crystal Consciousness
Be Awakened For The Benefit Of All
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